The Ultimate NLP
Master Practitioner
Training
2004-2005

Seven advanced modules with six of the
greatest NLP trainers in the world
Judith DeLozier
David Gordon
Charles Faulkner
Judith Lowe
Chris Hall
and with special guest, Robert Dilts

The Ultimate Master Practitioner
The Training

This extraordinary and unique multi-level training is designed to build further success with your
NLP skills and get the learning ‘in the muscle’. Whether you are a recently certified Practitioner
or an advanced long term ‘user’, you’ll be excited and challenged by the amazing range and
variety in this highly respected and renowned ‘connoisseurs’ Master Practitioner Programme.
There are multiple benefits of learning NLP at these advanced levels. Of course you will become
more flexible, solve problems more easily and systemically and generally be more effective in
many contexts of your life. There are also lots of opportunities for you to find out more about
yourself and transform more of your own potential into action, living your life with enhanced
wisdom and joy.
We believe this training is at the pioneering edge of human learning.
●

Achieve real ‘Mastery’ in NLP. Use the tools and skills with elegance and congruence

●

Further develop your coaching and interpersonal skills to powerful new levels

●

Create solutions in many situations by using an advanced, sophisticated NLP toolbox

●

Learn Modelling, the ‘heart’ of NLP — and produce your own contribution to the field

The Training Team

We offer you an astonishing world-class line up of trainers — from all the major ‘schools’ in NLP.
You’ll benefit from their many years of profound knowledge, enjoy their differing maps and
perspectives and get to experience a rich variety of approaches to learning. These inspirational
and accomplished teachers will share with you their latest research and models of excellence
and together create an integrated seven-month journey of discovery and change.

The Modelling
Project

You choose for your project a skill that would make a real difference in your life. You’ll join a
small friendly study group with a personal coach/assistant which will meet up at least once per
module to offer you support, encouragement and advice. The Masters training will, among other
achievements, offer you the skills and structures to produce an original piece of modelling.
Some previous participants have had even their work published. It’s a fascinating way of really
bringing your NLP to life!

The Coaching

Our international trainers consider the personal coaching and support provided by our Course
Director and the Assistant team to be among the highest quality in the world.

PPD Learning

At PPD Learning we have been providing the highest quality training in NLP in the UK for
sixteen years.
We are at the forefront of dynamic, leading edge and inspirational NLP training. Literally
thousands of people have benefited from our ongoing commitment to quality, innovation and a
fun, stimulating approach to learning and coaching. Our certificates are co-signed by John
Grinder, the original co-developer of NLP.

“The most valuable training experience I have ever had.”
Tim Fearon, Consultant

1
Mastery with NLP
17-19 September 2004
Judith DeLozier

The Seven Advanced Modules
The adventure that is the journey from Practitioner to NLP Mastery begins here! You’ll get the
bigger picture of NLP as a field and deepen and further integrate your NLP tools and skills from
previous trainings.
You’ll be exploring different approaches to the NLP modelling of excellence and starting to
identify the skill you want to acquire for your own special project. Judy will offer frames of
artistry, community and wisdom for your experiences of mastery on this programme.
Judith has been a trainer and co-developer in the field of Neuro-Linguistic
Programming since 1975. A member of John Grinder and Richard Bandler’s original
group, Judith has made fundamental contributions to the development of many NLP
models and processes.

2
Modelling for Excellence
22-24 October 2004
David Gordon

3Exploring Inner Worlds
12-14 November 2004
Charles Faulkner

4
Transforming Beliefs
3-5 December 2004
Judith Lowe

She has taught NLP all over the world, including America, Europe, Asia, Indonesia,
Australia and Central America. She was president of Grinder DeLozier and Associates
for fourteen years and is presently an associate of NLP University with Robert Dilts.
She has co-authored some of the key books in NLP; Neuro-Linguistic Programming
Vol. 1, Patterns of the Hypnotic Techniques of Milton H. Erickson, M.D. Vol. II, Turtles All the
Way Down; Prerequisites to Personal Genius, Leaves Before the Wind, Map and Territory and
The Encyclopedia of Systemic NLP. She also has a background in dance and in anthropology
and has pioneered the use of NLP in transcultural contexts.
Learn about elegance in modelling and about using your heart as well as your mind to know what
you want and need. Learn to identify and ecologically reproduce the key strategies and behaviours
of your ‘exemplars’. Enjoy working with others to explore how people do what they do.
David is one of the original developers of NLP and has spent the last 25 years
helping to create and shape the field. During that time, he has trained many
thousands of people throughout the world in NLP, therapeutic metaphor, hypnosis and
modelling.
He has written many articles on NLP and five books, including: Therapeutic
Metaphors, Phoenix: The Therapeutic Metaphors of Milton H. Erickson, The NLP
Home Study Guide and Know How (with Leslie Cameron-Bandler and Michael
Lebeau). David’s passion is modelling which has consumed most of his professional
attention over the last ten years. He is a wonderful story teller.
Become your own gifted ‘interior’ designer! Learn even more about the fundamental organising
principles of subjective experience and the powerful advanced techniques that use sub-modalities
to change perceptions and meaning. Charles calls this training ‘Perceptual Cybernetics’.
Charles is one of the leading explorers in the NLP world; constantly pushing back the
boundaries of current knowledge and understanding.
He has created the best selling audio programmes NLP: the New Technology of
Achievement (also a book), Success Mastery with NLP as well as the video NLP in
Action. He has developed ground breaking NLP applications in Futures Trading, as
featured in The New Market Wizards. He is often asked to present his latest work at
the ANLP conference and this spring was a popular keynote speaker.
Achieve your full potential! Learn how to recognise and explore the structure of beliefs so you
can experience, facilitate and integrate lasting change. Transform limiting beliefs and sensitively
update your sense of self and sense of possibility in your world.
Explore working with belief systems for use in coaching, business, therapy and personal
transformation.
Judith has trained with PPD since 1990. Others in the field have modelled her
engaging presentation style, which demonstrates enthusiasm, humour and integrity as
well as rigorous NLP. One of only two trainers in the UK certified by John Grinder,
Judith is known as a naturally gifted trainer.
Judith is the Managing Director of PPD Learning Ltd and also works as a coach and
trainer with major companies and in the public sector.

5
Language in Action
14-16 January 2005
Christina Hall

Your words create your world. Use your language artfully to shape and direct attention and
perception. Understand even more about the structure of problem thinking and how to design
solutions... conversationally. You will learn advanced uses of the meta model and the underlying
patterning that connect it to reframing, sleight of mouth and metaprogrammes and other NLP
models of thinking and change.
Christina is a renowned international trainer She was the first person to become a
Master Trainer (1986) and then a Meta Master Trainer with Excellence (1991). She is a
dynamic teacher, who is recognised for her integrity, caring, in-depth knowledge and
ability to model and teach NLP She is also known for the sense of discovery and fun
she brings to the learning environment.

6
Third Generation NLP:
Standing on the Shoulders
of Giants
25 – 27 February 2005
Robert Dilts

‘Third Generation NLP’ is when the tools and approaches needed for a ‘problem’ are required to
be more generative, systemic and focused at the higher levels of learning. It’s about whole
system/culture change and the principles of self-organisation. This will be a fun and fascinating
seminar, drawing on 30 years of NLP innovation while creating new perspectives and skills for
the 21st century.
Robert Dilts is also an original co-developer of NLP. Robert’s writing and
developments stand at the forefront of achievement in the understanding of human
experience and the structures of personal and organisational change. He has
pioneered advances in the areas of health, beliefs and leadership.
Robert is author of many of the classic texts of NLP such as: Strategies of Genius Vol.
1, 2 & 3, NLP Volume 1, Applications of NLP, Beliefs: Pathways to Health and Well
Being, Skills for the Future, Modelling with NLP, Sleight of Mouth and The
Encyclopedia of Systemic NLP.

7Presenting Projects
&
Creating the Future
18-20 March 2005
Judith DeLozier

Course Director
Helena Beddoe

The Modelling project presentations. A day of inspiration and camaraderie as you present your
project to your own study group and coaches.
Judy returns and guides you in bringing together all the skills and resources from this amazing
seven month journey of discovery. You will integrate your new conscious and unconscious
learnings in some fascinating new ways and so celebrate the possibilities that now become
available to you as a Master Practitioner of NLP.

Helena Beddoe is an Advanced Master Practitioner and has been Course Director on
PPD’s Master Practitioner programme since 1994. Helena has made a significant
contribution to the evolution and integration of the programme’s design and to the
high quality of coaching and assessment. She has many years experience of using
NLP as a Coach and Counsellor in her private practice.

“A fantastic course; a wonderful experience. I recommend
this course to anyone wanting to experience growth and
learning on every level. Excellent!”
Darshan Kaur
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Course Dates
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●

The Ultimate NLP Master Practitioner Training course is priced at £2,000
(£2,350 including VAT). A payment plan is available, see booking form.

●

Holders of Master Practitioner Certificates can take advantage of our special price of £1,800
(£2,115 including VAT).

●

Five of the Advanced Modules can be attended on a ‘stand-alone’ basis. See booking form
for individual prices per module.

●

For full details of our terms and conditions see the PPD Learning booking form, website or
contact us by phone.

Price

Location

All course modules are held at a central London venue.

Through joining us on the Masters programme you also become eligible for:
●

Membership of the Professional Guild of NLP

●

10% discount on the seminar Words that Change Minds, with Shelle Rose Charvet
(Frank Daniels Associates)

●

Significant exemptions for an MSc in NLP (The Performance Solution)

You also enjoy membership of the PPD Learning Practice Group and Online Message Board.

For more information about this
programme or any other of our
training courses and events please
contact:

Telephone

+44 (0)1372 277123

E-mail:

info@ppdlearning.co.uk

PPD Learning website

www.ppdlearning.co.uk

Contact

“This is going to be one of the greatest learnings in your life. Learn the best, by the best.”
Glenda Yearwood, Education Specialist

What people are saying
The PPD Learning Masters course has provided me with
a rich and challenging learning experience. A fruitful
combination of Judith’s solid leadership, inspiration from
today’s leaders in the field and support from the
numerous capable assistants gave me the breadth and
depth of change that I looked to achieve. I feel confident
now that I can competently use NLP and have the
awareness to use it usefully.
Christopher Howells, Project Management Consultant

The Master Practitioner course I have enjoyed with PPD
has been remarkable. Whilst the brochure tells you who
the speakers are, each glorious weekend was an
absolutely delicious feast of learning and sharing.

The speakers are all from the roots of NLP’s creation and
are passionate and informative throughout. My overriding
delight was in these acknowledged world experts’ genuine
humility in expressing their contributions and encouraging
us to contribute to the further development of NLP. Each
speaker has a unique range of presentation styles,
perspectives and experiences; all of them share their
passion in an inclusive, warm and inviting manner. Each
weekend allowed me to understand, develop and grow as
an individual and within our modelling teams.
Thank you so much!
Sheilina Somani, Positively Project Management

●

Quality leading-edge NLP

●

World-class trainers

●

Programmes designed for your success

●

Individual coaching and support

●

Powerful results in your personal and professional life

+44 (0)1372 277123
info@ppdlearning.co.uk
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